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Abstract: The article considers multi-agent systems,  their  use,  their  development  process  and  operation.
The study is aimed at modelling mechanisms for multi-agent systems agents’ generation, based on intelligent
techniques. Agents’ generation method development will reduce development time and, just as importantly,
will provide opportunities for the multi-agent systems expansion due to the generated complexes modularity
and the use of intelligent methods in the agent structure will allow to expand the generated agents’
functionality, providing a versatile tool in solving problems by multi-agent system.
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INTRODUCTION Achieving these goals requires the implementation in

 For today, in many scientific fields multi-agent
system model is successfully applied, originally Compiling sets of agents based on their typification;
developed to represent the  set  of  similar structure Agents code generation, based on advanced
objects   interaction.    Increasing    complexity   of both algorithms that provide the most adequate response
the agents and multi-agent systems requires the to the environment as soon as possible;
technique development, which  will   allow   accelerating Multi-agent systems structure generation, based on
and    optimizing   the    multi-agent   systems a set of expert requirements;
development. To address the existing technologies Created multi-agent modules learning opportunities,
shortcomings and build a system that provides a set of based on the user, which makes key templates and
functions, related  to   the  information  processing, is operation samples, reflecting the expertise of the
possible with the use of multi-agent approach - a rapidly system, functioning in the environment.
developing in recent trends in the intelligent information
systems field [1, 2]. Thus, the goal of this work was to develop methods

 Platforms development that implements functions to and tools that improve the efficiency of the intelligent
create a multi-agent systems and modules is intended to multi-agent systems design, using intellectual methods in
achieve the following objectives [3]: the structure.

Reducing multi-agent systems development time; To achieve this goal it is necessary to solve the work
Reducing labour costs for the intelligent methods of problems:
various kinds introduction in the multi-agent systems
structure; Conduct a study of multi-agent systems domain;
Improving the generated multi-agent systems Develop agents model, based on intelligent methods;
interaction quality with the environment; To develop and test the multi-agent systems agents
Increasing the domain expert role in multi-agent universal generation model;
system designing; Develop an automated system for generating
Decreasing labour costs to make changes in the intelligent multi-agent systems;
multi-agent system and its agents functional. Implement a intelligent MAS generator prototype;

platforms following functions:
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MATERIALS AND METHODS adding new or editing existing structures and algorithms

For today, in many scientific fields multi-agent maintain the adequacy in relation to the environment are
system model is successfully applied, originally forcing organization, interested in this multi-agent system,
developed to represent the set of similar structure objects to involve significant resources, starting the development
interaction. The use of this model in the robotics and data almost since the beginning [5]. The introduction of
mining fields has led to the agent concept development, intelligent methods to ensure agent and the environment
as an object, endowed with the rights of the   user  and correct interaction can also be a significant constraint in
is able to commit a similar range of applications. Thus, the the multi-agent system development, because it may
agent is a complex system, which can be based on require the use for this purpose other platforms and
intelligent methods  in  multi-agent  system  interaction. development tools.
At the same time, increasing complexity of both the To implement the multi-agent modules, generated by
agents and multi-agent systems requires the technique the system, we proposed to use rapid prototyping
development, which will allow  accelerating  and methodology. This methodology, based on the use of
optimizing the multi-agent systems development. So far, predefined templates, can significantly  enhance  the
the  multi-agent  system project development requires expert ability in solution of tasks, such as designing and
non-stop designer and expert interaction, although some multi-agent systems formation through a visual modeling
of the vital steps for the entire project can be carried out methods simplified implementation. This approach allows
without the expert involvement [4]. An example of such a the design of systems that do not have well-defined
step may be a step of selecting development tools, which functional requirements, while providing the possibility of
critically affects the future system structure and the changes in the software module functionality at any stage
design process as a whole. In addition, many multi-agent of the design.
systems avoid the use of the agents complex structure, The ideas of software agents in general and
using intelligent techniques and behavioural algorithms, intelligent agents, in particular, are attractive because they
since their use question is decided by the developer. allow people to delegate them powers to solve complex

Improving information processing efficiency issues problems. However, MAS and really intelligent agents
in enterprises through the multi-agent information development requires special knowledge and is a complex
systems creation are the subject of close study by both resource consuming task. After all, software agents are a
Russian and foreign researchers for a long period of time. new class of software systems, which is acting on behalf
Great contribution to this sector development made of the user. They are a powerful abstraction for a
Larichev  O.I.,   Milner  B.Z.,  Petrov  A.V.,  Pospelov "visualization" and structuring of complex. But if the
D.A., Raikov A.N., Tikhomirov  M.M.,  Trachtengerts procedures, functions, methods and classes are known
E.A., Fomin B. F. and others. At this point, the problem of abstractions that developers use every day, software
constructing such information systems is solved in two agents - this is a fundamentally new paradigm, unknown
ways: workflow support and heuristic activity support. to most of them, even today [6].
However, these solutions do not quite meet the current Agent-oriented organization of the design process
needs [4].

To address the shortcomings of existing technologies The following statements form the basis of a multi-
and build a system that provides full aggregation cycle, level design organization [7]:
information analysis and recognition, is possible with the
use of multi-agent approach - a rapidly developing in Statement 1: In designing we allocate three levels:
recent trends in the intelligent  information  systems  field. specification, conceptual (logical and structural-
A lot of studies are devoted to it, among which are the parametric synthesis) and parametric design.
works of Gorodetsky V.I., Tarasov V.B., Khoroshevsky
V.F., Brooks R., Finin T., Jennings N., Nwana H., Statement 2: Multi-level design process is developed
Wooldridge M. [1, 2]. from the top down, that is, from the synthesis of the

On the market there are a number of systems and general design requirements on the first level to design
libraries created for  use  with  multi-agent  systems. solutions with the required degree of detail on following
These systems can be used to create a multi-agent system levels. In this case, the decisions taken at the (k - 1)
with any agents structure and their interactions, however, design level are an additional source data for the k-level.

to be performed in order to meet the needs of users and
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Table 1: Comparative analysis of existing MAS platforms
Criteria
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

System name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
AgentTool 3 2 4 1 2 1 4 5 2
Magenta Toolkit 1 4 5 1 3 1 4 1 2
The Multi-Agent Systems Lab 1 2 4 1 2 1 3 1 2
CogniTAO 5 4 1 3 5 3 3 4 5
System analogs comparison criteria:
1) The ability to implement intelligent methods;
2) Changes introduction speed in the agents structure;
3) Interaction between agents structure change rate;
4) The need for the user's skill level as a programmer;
5) The ability to expand the multi-agent system;
6) The availability of opportunities to created structures reuse;
7) The ability to connect standard communication protocols;
8) The independence of the presence and third-party components;
9) Cross-platform.

Statement 3: At all levels except the last selection criteria Step 4: After a cycle of consistent collection of results,
E effective options are heuristic and their values the critical outcome is prepared for transmission toi

consistently specified. interested agents for analysis.

Statement 4: At each design level (except the last one) a Step 5: The whole process is repeated until globally
set of effective (rational in the sense of constraint consistent solutions.
satisfaction) options is selected, known as partial and
developed in the future. Considered technology allows you to: build

Statement 5: Design at each level is divided into a set of change the architecture of CAD software, depending on
interrelated design tasks (operations), to each of which we the particular task; interacting agents working on different
can associate a design aspect. aspects of the design, at the level of knowledge - to share

Dividing the designing task on the set of local tasks, regardless of its presentation internal format.
each of which is performed by an agent (an expert or a In the context of this section under agent we will
software component) responsible for its decision, as the mean a mechanism for encapsulating and sharing of
basic organization of the design process will take a distributed knowledge and functions. Each agent is a
scheme in which the final solution of the problem is process that has a certain part of the knowledge about the
synthesized from local solutions with coordination design object and the ability to share that knowledge with
(control) via data transferred between the agents. In this other agents. Depending on the type of agent can support
case, the agent specific implementation is not important, the user interface. Under the multi-agent system we will
considered scheme will be valid in the case of using mean a multi-component system consisting of agents with
conventional CAD components by designer, and in the the specified interface.
case of solving individual problems by autonomous Comparative analysis of existing MAS platforms
intelligent components [8]. The scheme is as follows:

Step 1: Domain knowledge and knowledge about the systems are:
limitations (user requirements, new artifacts) are sent to
each agent. The need for the system in the presence of a skilled

Step 2: Each agent solves a local optimization problem on development requires non-stop designer and expert
the basis of a common information space. interaction, although some of the vital steps for the

Step 3: Locally optimal solutions are transmitted to involvement. [4] An example of such a step may be a
project agent-manager for their approval. step  of selecting development tools, which critically

distributed "solvers" for the complex task; to dynamically

and exchange information in the design process,

Thus the main disadvantages of the analyzed

developer. So far, the multi-agent system project

entire project can be carried out without the expert
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affects the future system structure and the design Automated system for the intelligent multi-agent
process as a whole. In addition, many multi-agent systems generation is designed to automate the process
systems avoid the use of the agents’ complex of development and modification of multi-agent systems
structure, using intelligent techniques and and the intelligent methods integration in multi-agent
behavioural algorithms, since their use question is systems.
decided by the developer.
Inability of a number of systems for the intelligent Automated information processes:
methods introduction. Although some systems have
succeeded in the behavioural algorithms Selection and development of intelligent methods
development on its platform, no one of the analyzed and algorithms introduced in the agents structure;
system is capable of implementing intelligent Creating a structure of multi-agent system interaction
methods not related to control, such as data analysis, between agents;
forecasting, pattern recognition. Determine the interaction nature with the

The Concept of Intelligent MAS Generator: Based on the Code generation for multi-agent system.
analysis we produced a created system concept, which
includes a number of requirements, exactly: Given that the aim of this work is to improve the

Provide the expert to select the system structure and we offered the following performance criteria:
agents and their interaction according to his domain
conception; Reducing the multi-agent modules development time;
Enable the agents development that are based on Elimination of generated multi-agent modules client-
intelligent techniques that will allow the system to users losses;
adapt to the changing operation conditions; Reduction in management costs of enterprises.
Perform the agents generation on a prepared set of
intelligent methods with the direct expert Figure 1 presents a To-Be model of intelligent multi-
participation. agent systems generation [9].

The use of intelligent techniques will not only make developer  to  create  the   program   code  are passed to
the system more flexible, but also more fully reflect the the  application,  which can be used by an expert to
rights transfer idea, which will make the generation system perform the required settings created by multi-agent
universal. system.

environment;

efficiency of multi-agent systems development process,

According  to   the  model  functions  of  the

Fig. 1: To-Be model of intelligent multi-agent systems generation 
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Fig. 2: The hierarchy of intelligent methods

Fig. 3: Program work sequence diagram

The system consists of two main blocks necessary to For the operation automated system requires a set of
create multi-agent systems: bank of intellectual methods components - intelligent methods that will be used in the
and agents code generator. agent code. A set of these methods forms the intellegent

Bank of intelligent agents consists of pre-designed methods  bank,  the  hierarchy  of which is shown in
intellegent methods that can be used in the agents Figure 2.
structure. Bank includes methods of different directions, Registration module work sequence diagram is shown
such as behavioral algorithms, pattern recognition, data in Figure 3.
mining, and others. Thus component - oriented design
paradigm is implemented. Implementation and Results: The main result of this

At the disposal of the agents generator are agents study is multi-agent systems tools development, which
structures set and systems of their relationships as helps to  improve the multi-agents systems design
components. Based on selected intelligent methods, and process  efficiency,  based on the use of intelligent
key samples and settings that reflect the expert's  view  of agents.
the MAS behavior in the environment, generator creates Systems have passed the experimental introduction
system code, implementing a tasks assigned to the for the development of 3 MAS [3, 4, 8]. The results of
system. experimental implementation are presented in Table 2 and
The hierarchy of intelligent methods Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: A comparative analysis of criteria

Table 2: The results of experimental implementation

Multi-agent module Client-user losses Management costs
development time (hours) (users number) (development costs, thousand rubles)
----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------

System name before after decrease on before after increase on before after decrease on

Collection and intelligent analysis of data about nanotechnologies MAS 16 10 38% 18 21 17% 24.0 15.6 35%
Maintenance and equipment repair support MAS 23 10 57% 56 62 11% 115.0 98.0 15%
Multi-agent CRM-system of tourist enterprise 7 4.5 36% 34 43 26% 76.0 56.2 26%

We achieve effectiveness criteria, described above, Multi-agent system  agents  universal generator
namely: model  development.  Such  a model will allow

Through the use of intelligent agents predefined to their operation domain, which extends the
patterns and methods, multi-agents modules boundaries  of  created automated system
development time is ranging from 36 to 57% of application;
previously spent; Development and filling the bank with intelligent
The use of intelligent techniques has allowed to methods of different directions. In the future, the
obtain agents, the most adequate and easily bank's methods will be included in the generated
accomplishing their goals in a changing environment, agents  structure.  Thanks  to  the  use  a component
which results in the elimination of 11 to 26% loss of - oriented paradigm and rapid prototyping
user clients generated multi-agent modules [10-12]; technology, the intelligent methods bank is
By expanding the expert role in the development and developed in such a way that the implementation of
rapid prototyping methodology application, allowing the methods contained in it is possible not only
to make changes to the generated functional modules within this project [10];
from the early stages, reducing management costs for Multi-agent systems universal generator
businesses ranged from 15 to 35%. development, using intelligent techniques in the

CONCLUSION Modelling,   development   and   testing   a  number

The novelty of this project is in follows: [3, 4].
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